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Delayed Enhancement (DE) Cardiac Magnetic Resonance
(CMR) allows practitioners to identify brosis in the myocardium. It
is of importance in the dierential diagnosis and therapy selection in
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM). However, most clinical semiautomatic scar quantication methods present high intra- and interobserver
variability in the case of HCM. Automatic methods relying on mixture
model estimation of the myocardial intensity distribution are also subject
to variability due to inaccuracies of the myocardial mask. In this paper,
the CINE-CMR image information is incorporated to the estimation of
the DE-CMR tissue distributions, without assuming perfect alignment
between the two modalities nor the same label partitions in them. For
this purpose, we propose an expectation maximization algorithm that
estimates the DE-CMR distribution parameters, as well as the conditional probabilities of the DE-CMR labels with respect to the labels of
CINE-CMR, with the latter being an input of the algorithm. Our results
show that, compared to applying the EM using only the DE-CMR data,
the proposed algorithm is more accurate in estimating the myocardial
tissue parameters and obtains higher likelihood of the brosis voxels, as
well as a higher Dice coecient of the subsequent segmentations.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most prevalent cardiomyopathy
of non-ischemic origin, with mortality rates between 1% and 5% [1]. One of
?
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the clinical indicators in HCM is the volume of brosis in the myocardium. It
may be measured using Delayed Enhancement (DE) Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR), where brosis appears hyperenhanced with respect to myocardial
healthy tissue. Current clinical segmentation methods for DE-CMR employ a
prior mask of the myocardium, either obtained from CINE-CMR and aligned to
DE-CMR if needed, or manually delineated on the image. A small remote myocardium region of interest (ROI) is also chosen to compute a threshold above
which a voxel is considered brosis. However, the presence of diuse brosis complicates selecting a threshold in HCM. In [2], it was observed that both interand intraobserver variability of manual and semiautomatic clinical methods were
signicantly higher in HCM than in either acute or chronic infarction.
Several proposed automatic scar segmentation methods are based on estimating the probability distribution of the healthy and scarred tissue [3,4] with the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [5]. This approach is better suited to
the use of more complex segmentation methods for identifying the scar, but misalignments in the myocardial prior mask may alter the estimated distributions.
Moreover, the brosis distribution may be similar to the blood distribution.
In [6], a multivariate mixture model to segment the myocardial contours in DECMR including CINE-CMR as well as T2-weighted images was proposed, where
complementary modalities were used to solve ambiguities in borders. However,
this method uses the same label partition for all the modalities and relies on an
atlas for its initialization. Therefore, its adaptation to brosis segmentation in
HCM is not straightforward.
Here, the variability of the tissue distribution estimations with respect to
displacements in the prior myocardial mask is explored. We propose an EM
algorithm for the estimation of all tissue distributions in DE-CMR using CINECMR and a prior myocardial mask. In the proposed algorithm, the label partitions of DE-CMR and CINE-CMR do not need to be the same. Additionally,
small misalignments between both modalities are considered. The experimental results show that the proposed EM parameter estimations have lower error
with respect to the classic EM algorithm on the DE-CMR myocardial mask. The
scar segmentations obtained by applying the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion
with the parameters estimated by the proposed method achieved a higher Dice
coecient than the classic EM method as well.
The rest of the document is structured as follows: in Section 2, the proposed
EM method is described, followed by Section 3, where the experimental setup
and results are shown. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
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Methods

Let IC (x, t) : Ω × [0, T ] → R be a spatiotemporal CINE-CMR image, where T
is the cardiac cycle period and Ω ⊂ RD is the image spatial domain. Let IR (x)
be a DE-CMR image acquired at an instant t = tR ∈ [0, T ]. We dene the label
NA
L
sets L = {Li }N
i=1 = {C, H, S, B} for DE-CMR and A = {Ai }i=1 = {C, M, B} for
CINE-CMR, where NL = 4, NA = 3, and the labels C, M, H, S and B stand
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respectively for the blood cavity enclosed by the endocardium, the myocardium,
b
the healthy tissue, the scar and the background. Finally, let A(x)
: Ω → A be
an anatomical segmentation that assigns to x its estimated CINE-CMR label at
time tR .
The Rice distribution is employed to model a single tissue intensity distribution in magnetic resonance imaging. The Rayleigh and the Gaussian distributions, appropriate particular cases of the general Rice distribution, have
been used to model the healthy tissue and the blood intensity distributions,
respectively [3,4]. The intensity distribution of each particular tissue in DECMR is assumed to have invariant parameters with respect to the CINE-CMR
intensity IC (x, tR ) (from now on, IC (x, tR ) = IC (x) for clarity) and anatomb ; that is, if Li (x) is known for a given pixel x, then
ical segmentation A(x)
P (IR (x)|IC (x), Li (x), Ak (x)) = P (IR (x)|Li (x)). However, both the labels Li
and the distribution parameters for each Li are unknown. For this reason, it
seems reasonable to use the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [5] to
estimate these parameters. Let θ̄ be the parameters required in order to characterize all DE-CMR tissue distributions. The image loglikelihood is:

log L(θ̄) =

X

log

xn ∈Ω

=

X

NL
X

P (IR (xn ), IC (xn ), Lj ; θ̄)

j=1

log

xn ∈Ω

NL X
NA
X

(1)

P (IR (xn ), IC (xn ), Lj , Ak ; θ̄)

j=1 k=1

where the second identity comes from applying the law of total probability using the CINE-CMR labels. In order to estimate the θ̄ that maximizes the log
likelihood, we modify the EM method so that it takes into account the CINECMR label probabilities. Therefore, let Qjk (x) be such that Qjk (x) ≥ 0 and
PNL PNA
j=1
k=1 Qjk (x) = 1. Then:

log L(θ̄) =

X

log

xn ∈Ω

=

X
xn ∈Ω

≥

NA
NL X
X

P (IR (xn ), IC (xn ), Lj , Ak ; θ̄)

j=1 k=1

log

NL X
NA
X

Qjk (xn )

j=1 k=1

NL X
NA
X X
xn ∈Ω j=1 k=1

Qjk (xn ) log

P (IR (xn ), IC (xn ), Lj , Ak ; θ̄)
Qjk (xn )

(2)

P (IR (xn ), IC (xn ), Lj , Ak ; θ̄)
= J(θ̄)
Qjk (xn )

by the application of Jensen's inequality5 . The joint probabilities may be expressed as (dropping the xn dependence for clarity):

P (IR , IC , Lj , Ak ; θ̄) = P (IR |IC , Lj , Ak ; θ̄)P (Lj |IC , Ak )P (IC |Ak )P (Ak )
5

(3)

Jensen's inequality states that if f is a concave function and X is a random variable,
then E[f (X)] ≤ f (E[X]).
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b
The P (IC (xn )|Ak ), k = 1, 2, 3 are estimated from A(x)
and the CINE-CMR
intensity distributions as smoothed normalized histograms. Regarding P (Ak ),
it is modeled so that the probability decays when the distance to the considered CINE-CMR ROI increases. Its computation uses a Gaussian lter g(x, σ)
with σ = d/3, where d is a parameter for the maximum distance the myocarb
dial contours are expected to be misaligned. Then, P (Ak ) = (χ(A(x),
Ak ) ∗
PNA
b
g(x, d/3))/( l=1 χ(A(x), Al ) ∗ g(x, d/3)), where χ(z, Al ) = 1 if z = Al and 0
otherwise. Since P (Lj |Ak ) are also unknown, the method should also provide
their estimates, which will be referred to as πjk . Since they are conditional probPNL
πjk = 1. Qjk (x) is chosen so that J(θ̄) is
abilities, they obey πjk ≥ 0 and j=1
as close as possible to log L(θ̄), and it takes the expression:
P (IR (xn ), Lj , Ak ; θ̄)
Qjk (xn ) = PNL PNA
= P (Lj , Ak |IR (xn ); θ̄)
P (IR (xn ), Lĵ , Ak̂ ; θ̄)
ĵ=1
k̂=1

(4)

Regarding the maximization step, a new value for θ̄ is chosen as the argument
that maximizes J(θ̄), considering Qij (xn ) as xed.

b̄
b̄ = arg maxJ(θ̄)
θ, π
θ̄,π̄

= arg max
θ̄,π̄

NL X
NA
X X

Qjk (xn ) log P (IR (xn )|Lj , Ak ; θ̄) + log πjk

(5)

xn ∈Ω j=1 k=1


+ log P (Ak ) − log Qjk (xn )
In order to estimate b̄
θ, the rst derivatives are set to zero. Given the assumption P (IR (xn ), Lj , Ak ; θ̄) = P (IR (xn ), Lj ; θ̄), problem (5) is equivalent to:

b̄
θ = arg max
θ̄

NL
X X

log P (IR (xn )|Lj ; θ̄)

xn ∈Ω j=1

NA
X

Qjk (xn )

(6)

k=1

b̄, the method of the Lagrange multipliers is emFor the computation of π
ployed, so that the augmented problem is:
πc
jk = arg max
πml

NL X
NA
X X

Qml (xn ) log πml − λ(

xn ∈Ω m=1 l=1

The solution of (7) has the following closed form:
P
xn ∈Ω Qjk (xn )
πc
PNL
jk = P
xn ∈Ω
m=1 Qmk (xn )

NL
X

πmk − 1)

(7)

m=1

(8)

Since the EM algorithm nds local maxima, the choice of initial values for the
parameters greatly inuences the output estimates. In our method, these initial
parameters are computed using the CINE-CMR labels, sometimes combined
with heuristics based on clinical criteria.
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 The blood tissue is modeled by a Gaussian distribution whose parameters are
estimated by the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion on the voxels labeled
as cavity in CINE-CMR.
 The healthy myocardial tissue is modeled by a Rayleigh distribution. Its
parameter is estimated from the mode of the histogram computed from the
voxels labeled as myocardium in CINE-CMR [7].
 The scar intensity distribution is assumed to be close enough to a Gaussian.
Its mean is initialized at 5 standard deviations over the mean of the estimated
healthy myocardium, and its standard deviation is initialized to the same
initial standard deviation of the healthy tissue distribution. This makes use
of the ndings in [8].
 The background is composed of a number of dierent tissues. For this reason,
this distribution is not estimated as a parametric model, but as a normalized
histogram, smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 0.8,
of the voxels labeled as background.


0.7 0.1 0.1
 0.1 0.4 0.1 

 The πij are initialized as the (i, j)-th element of the matrix 
 0.1 0.4 0.1 .
0.1 0.1 0.7

Table 1.

Imaging parameters of the acquired CMR sequences.

Settings

SAx-C

SAx-LE

2C-C

4C-C

Acquisition sequence
sBTFE BH PSIR_TFE BH sBTFE BH sBTFE BH
View
SAx
SAx
2C LAx
4C LAx
Temporal phases
30
1
30
30
FOV/Frequency Encoding Steps 1.982.01 mm 1.982.01 mm 1.982.00 mm 1.982.00 mm
In-plane pixel spacing
0.931 mm 0.550.62 mm 1.181.25 mm 0.811 mm
Slice thickness (gap)
10 (0) mm
10 (0) mm
8 (0) mm
8 (0) mm
Number of slices
913
912
1
3
Echo time
1.601.79
2.99
1.591.83
1.711.89
3.183.57
6.096.14
3.183.66
3.413.79
Repetition time
Flip Angle
45
25
45
45
BH: Breath Hold. FOV: Field of View.
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Experimental Results

For this work, 21 patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) underwent
a cardiac MRI study, each of which contained CINE sequences in short axis
(SAx), two chamber (2C) and four chamber (4C) long axis (LAx), and a SAx
DE-CMR sequence. All sequences were acquired with a 3T Philips Achieva MR
scanner, and their main acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 1.
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PROP(d=4)

PROP(d=4)

PROP(d=4)

PROP(d=3)

PROP(d=3)

PROP(d=3)

PROP(d=2)

PROP(d=2)

PROP(d=2)

PROP(d=1)

PROP(d=1)

PROP(d=1)

RGM

RGM

0

2

4
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1
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(c)

Boxplots of the normalized absolute deviations of (a) the healthy tissue intensity
mode, (b) the brosis mean and (c) the brosis standard deviation computed by the
EM methods with respect to the respective ML estimates on ROIr and ROIs .
Fig. 1.

The epicardial and endocardial SAx-C contours at end-diastole were delineated by cardiologists. From them and SAx-C, the P (IC |Ak ) distributions were
estimated. In DE-CMR, the brosis ROI (ROIs ) was dened by a manually
selected threshold, applied on a myocardial ROI (ROIm ) conservatively drawn
to avoid including false positives after thresholding and scars of other pathologies. Additionally, a small ROI (ROIr ) of remote myocardium (healthy tissue far
away from the septum) was drawn, and a voxel whose brightness was considered
S,max
by the cardiologists as the maximum brosis brightness IR
.
In order to simulate the variability in the myocardial contours of registration
methods and to study the eect of false positives due to contour misalignments
in the distributions estimation, a second set of myocardial masks were drawn on
the SAx-LE images for each patient and 30 realizations of in-plane translations
with random orientation uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2π) and norm of 3
mm. were applied to the myocardial contours of each slice. The resulting masks
were our test set of myocardial masks. The SAx-C and SAx-LE volumes were
spatially aligned using the framework described in [9], which also corrects breath
hold misalignments. The SAx-C volume at tR was transformed to the SAx-LE
space and resolution.
For all patients and the test set of myocardial masks, a Rayleigh-Gaussian
mixture (RGM) was estimated on the myocardium, and the proposed EM algorithm (PROP) was run with an expected maximum distance to misalignments
d = 1, 2, 3, 4. Additionally, the intensity distribution parameters of ROIs and
ROIr were estimated on each patient by the ML criterion. The absolute deviation of the EM estimated parameters with respect to the parameters estimated
on ROIs and ROIr , normalized by the latter, are visualized as boxplots in Fig. 1.
It may be observed that the proposed method provides parameters more similar
to the ones computed on ROIs and ROIr . In addition, the estimations present
less error variance with respect to the RGM method, and similar results for every
d employed.
The mean loglikelihood (mLL) yielded by the estimated parameters was computed on ROIs and ROIr . Their mean and standard deviation are given in Table 2. For each experiment, a brosis mask was generated as the voxels contained
in ROIm where P (LS |IR (x), θ̄) > P (LH |IR (x), θ̄). This mask was compared
with the ROIs by means of the Dice coecient. Their means and standard de-
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Table 2. Mean loglikelihood (mLL) on ROIs and ROIr , and Dice coecient of the
ensuing segmentations. Measures are given as mean ± standard deviation.

Method

Extra Inputs mLL in ROIr mLL in ROIs Dice coecient

RGM
PROP(d=1)
PROP(d=2)
PROP(d=3)
PROP(d=4)







5SD
FWHM

ROIr
S,max
ROIr ,IR

-5.551
-5.603
-5.597
-5.602
-5.615

±
±
±
±
±




0.851
1.270
1.244
1.229
1.235

-4.287
-4.254
-4.220
-4.198
-4.218

±
±
±
±
±




0.671
1.472
1.402
1.328
1.302

0.473
0.541
0.545
0.543
0.537

±
±
±
±
±

0.304
0.254
0.257
0.258
0.261

0.482 ± 0.254
0.589 ± 0.287

viations are also included in Table 2. Figure 2 shows an example of the averaged
segmentations with the test myocardial set with RGM and PROP(d = 3).
It may be observed that the proposed method achieved higher mean mLL
in the brosis ROI, but lower mean mLL in the remote myocardium ROI. With
respect to the Dice coecient, the proposed method achieved higher Dice mean
values, as well as lower standard deviations than the RGM method. KruskalWallis tests at a 1% signicance level on the mLL of each ROI and the Dice
coecient rejected the null hypothesis of having the same median for the mLL
of brosis and the Dice coecient with p < 10−12 and p < 10−5 respectively,
and accepted it for the mLL of healthy tissue with p = 0.81. Conducting paired
Mann-Whitney U tests at 5% signicance level between the RGM and the PROP
method with all d values indicated that the median Dice coecient with the
PROP method was higher than the median Dice coecient with the RGM, with
p < 10−9 in all tests. From these values it may be inferred that the proposed
EM method is better at identifying brosis than the classic RGM EM method
in the presence of false positives introduced by myocardial contour delineation
errors, even if the mLL of healthy tissue is slightly decreased. In Table 2, the
Dice coecient results of two methods used in clinical practice, which require
additional user interaction, are also given. The 5 standard deviations over the
remote myocardium mean method (5SD) behaves slightly better than the RGM,
but yields lower Dice coecient values than the PROP method. The Full Width
at Half Maximum (FWHM) method achieves the best results, at the expense of
requiring the cardiologist to delineate ROIr and selecting a brosis voxel with
S,max
maximum DE-CMR intensity IR
, which the proposed method does not need.

4

Conclusions

In this work, an EM algorithm that takes into account the information of two
images from dierent cardiac CMR modalities (DE-CMR and CINE-CMR) has
been proposed. This algorithm is designed so that the number of labels on each
modality do not need to be the same, and without assuming perfect alignment
between modalities. Compared to the Rayleigh-Gaussian mixture model often
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(a)

(b)

(c)

SAx-LE slice with overlapped mean outcome of the ML segmentation using
(a) the RGM method and (a) the PROP method. (c) Manual delineations.
Fig. 2.

used in the literature, the proposed method achieved lower normalized absolute
deviations in the parameter estimates, as well as improved Dice coecient of the
segmentations performed by the ML criterion. Our future work includes studying
the partial volume eect inuence on the algorithm.
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